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and Regulatory Affairs, Washington,
DC 20503.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Requests for additional information, a
copy of the information collection
request, or a copy of submitted
comments should be directed to Tracy
Crews at the National Credit Union
Administration, 1775 Duke Street,
Alexandria, VA 22314–3428, or at (703)
518–6444.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

minimize the burden of the collection of
the information on the respondents such
as through the use of automated
collection techniques or other forms of
information technology. It is NCUA’s
policy to make all comments available
to the public for review. Comments
submitted in response to this notice will
be summarized and/or included in the
request for OMB approval. All
comments will become a matter of
public record.

I. Abstract and Request for Comments

II. Data
Proposal for the following collection
of information:
OMB Number: 3133–0004.
Form Number: NCUA 5300.
Type of Review: Revision to the
currently approved collection.
Title: Revisions to NCUA Call
Reports.
Description: The financial and
statistical information is essential to
NCUA in carrying out its responsibility
for the supervision of federally insured
credit unions. The information also
enables NCUA to monitor all federally
insured credit unions whose share
accounts are insured by the National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF).
Respondents: All Credit Unions.
Estimated Number of Respondents/
Recordkeepers: 7,093.
Estimated Burden Hours per
Response: 6.6 hours.
Frequency of Response: Quarterly.
Estimated Total Annual Burden
Hours: 187,255.
Estimated Total Annual Cost:
$5,495,934.

NCUA is amending the currently
approved collection for 3133–0004. Two
specific forms are used, NCUA Form
5300 and NCUA Profile Form 4501A,
also known as the Call Report and
Profile, respectively. Section 741.6 of
the NCUA Rules and Regulations
requires all federally insured credit
unions to submit a Call Report
quarterly. 12 CFR 741.6. The
information enables the NCUA to
monitor credit unions whose share
accounts are insured by the National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund.
NCUA uses the information collected
from these Call Reports to fulfill its
mission of supervising credit unions
and the Federal Reserve Board uses it to
monitor and control the nation’s money
supply and the system of financial
institutions. Congress and various state
legislatures use this information to
monitor, regulate, and control credit
unions and financial institutions. The
changes made to the Profile and Call
Report form for December 2012 will
help the National Credit Union
Administration assess the longevity of
credit union board members and
provide data to assess financial risks
and loan practices of credit unions.
There is a decrease of 4,515 hours from
the last submission (2011). The decrease
is noted as an adjustment of the number
of credit unions completing Form 5300
from 7,264 federally insured credit
unions to 7,093. This decline is due
strictly to credit union mergers and
liquidations.
The NCUA requests that you send
your comments on this collection to the
location listed in the addresses section.
Your comments should address: (a) The
necessity of the information collection
for the proper performance of NCUA,
including whether the information will
have practical utility; (b) the accuracy of
our estimate of the burden (hours and
cost) of the collection of information,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used; (c)
ways we could enhance the quality,
utility, and clarity of the information to
be collected; and (d) ways we could
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By the National Credit Union
Administration Board on May 18, 2012.
Mary Rupp,
Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 2012–12782 Filed 5–24–12; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7535–01–P

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Agency Information Collection
Activities: Comment Request
National Science Foundation.
Submission for OMB review;
comment request.

AGENCY:
ACTION:

The National Science
Foundation (NSF) has submitted the
following information collection
requirement to OMB for review and
clearance under the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995, Public Law 104–
13. This is the second notice for public
comment; the first was published in the
Federal Register at 76 FR 4947, and no
comments were received. NSF is
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forwarding the proposed renewal
submission to the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) for clearance
simultaneously with the publication of
this second notice. The full submission
may be found at: http://
www.reginfo.gov/public/do/PRAMain.
Comments regarding (a) whether the
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions f the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility; (b) the accuracy of the
agency’s estimate of burden including
the validity of the methodology and
assumptions used; (c) ways to enhance
the quality, utility and clarity of the
information to be collected; (d) ways to
minimize the burden of the collection of
information on those who are to
respond, including through the use of
appropriate automated, electronic,
mechanical, or other technological
collection techniques or other forms of
information technology should be
addressed to: Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs of OMB, Attention:
Desk Officer for National Science
Foundation, 725—17th Street NW.,
Room 10235, Washington, DC 20503,
and to Suzanne H. Plimpton, Reports
Clearance Officer, National Science
Foundation, 4201 Wilson Boulevard,
Suite 295, Arlington, Virginia 22230 or
send email to splimpto@nsf.gov.
Individuals who use a
telecommunications device for the deaf
(TDD) may call the Federal Information
Relay Service (FIRS) at 1–800–877–
8339, which is accessible 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
(including federal holidays).
Comments regarding these
information collections are best assured
of having their full effect if received
within 30 days of this notification.
Copies of the submission(s) may be
obtained by calling 703–292–7556.
NSF may not conduct or sponsor a
collection of information unless the
collection of information displays a
currently valid OMB control number
and the agency informs potential
persons who are to respond to the
collection of information that such
persons are not required to respond to
the collection of information unless it
displays a currently valid OMB control
number.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Title of Collection: ‘‘National Sciences
Foundation Proposal/Award
Information-Grant Proposal Guide’’
OMB Approval Number: 3145–0058.
Type of Request: Intent to seek
approval to extend with revision an
information collection for three years.
Proposed Project: The National
Science Foundation Act of 1950 (Pub. L.
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81–507) set forth NSF’s mission and
purpose:
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‘‘To promote the progress of science; to
advance the national health, prosperity, and
welfare; to secure the national defense.
* * *’’

The Act authorized and directed NSF
to initiate and support:
• Basic scientific research and
research fundamental to the engineering
process;
• Programs to strengthen scientific
and engineering research potential;
• Science and engineering education
programs at all levels and in all the
various fields of science and
engineering;
• Programs that provide a source of
information for policy formulation; and
• Other activities to promote these
ends.
Over the years, NSF’s statutory
authority has been modified in a
number of significant ways. In 1968,
authority to support applied research
was added to the Organic Act. In 1980,
The Science and Engineering Equal
Opportunities Act gave NSF standing
authority to support activities to
improve the participation of women and
minorities in science and engineering.
Another major change occurred in
1986, when engineering was accorded
equal status with science in the Organic
Act. NSF has always dedicated itself to
providing the leadership and vision
needed to keep the words and ideas
embedded in its mission statement fresh
and up-to-date. Even in today’s rapidly
changing environment, NSF’s core
purpose resonates clearly in everything
it does: Promoting achievement and
progress in science and engineering and
enhancing the potential for research and
education to contribute to the Nation.
While NSF’s vision of the future and the
mechanisms it uses to carry out its
charges have evolved significantly over
the last four decades, its ultimate
mission remains the same.
Use of the Information: The regular
submission of proposals to the
Foundation is part of the collection of
information and is used to help NSF
fulfill this responsibility by initiating
and supporting merit-selected research
and education projects in all the
scientific and engineering disciplines.
NSF receives more than 40,000
proposals annually for new projects,
and makes approximately 10,500 new
awards.
Support is made primarily through
grants, contracts, and other agreements
awarded to more than 2,000 colleges,
universities, academic consortia,
nonprofit institutions, and small
businesses. The awards are based
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mainly on evaluations of proposal merit
submitted to the Foundation.
The Foundation has a continuing
commitment to monitor the operations
of its information collection to identify
and address excessive reporting burdens
as well as to identify any real or
apparent inequities based on gender,
race, ethnicity, or disability of the
proposed principal investigator(s)/
project director(s) or the co-principal
investigator(s)/co-project director(s).
Burden on the Public: The Foundation
estimates that an average of 120 hours
is expended for each proposal
submitted. An estimated 51,000
proposals are expected during the
course of one year for a total of
6,120,000 public burden hours
annually.
Dated: May 22, 2012.
Suzanne H. Plimpton,
Reports Clearance Officer, National Science
Foundation.
[FR Doc. 2012–12773 Filed 5–24–12; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7555–01–P

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION
[Docket No(s). 50–424 and 50–425; NRC–
2010–0389]

Southern Nuclear Operating Company,
Inc.; Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
Units 1 and 2; Application and
Amendments to Facility Operating
License Involving Proposed No
Significant Hazards Consideration
Determination, and Containing
Sensitive Unclassified Non-Safeguards
Information
Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION: License amendment request;
opportunity to comment, request a
hearing and petition for leave to
intervene, Order.
AGENCY:

Comments must be filed by June
25, 2012. A request for a hearing must
be filed by July 24, 2012. Any potential
party as defined in Title 10 of the Code
of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section
2.4, who believes access to Sensitive
Unclassified Non-Safeguards
Information is necessary to respond to
this notice must request document
access by June 4, 2012.
ADDRESSES: You may access information
and comment submissions related to
this document, which the NRC
possesses and are publicly available, by
searching on http://www.regulations.gov
under Docket ID NRC–2010–0389. You
may submit comments by any of the
following methods.
DATES:
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• Federal rulemaking Web Site: Go to
http://www.regulations.gov and search
for Docket ID NRC–2010–0389 Address
questions about NRC dockets to Carol
Gallagher; telephone: 301–492–3668;
email: Carol.Gallagher@nrc.gov.
• Email comments to:
Rulemaking.Comments@nrc.gov. If you
do not receive an automatic email reply
confirming receipt, then contact us at
301–415–1677.
• Fax comments to: Secretary, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission at 301–
415–1101.
• Mail comments to: Secretary, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555–0001, ATTN:
Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff.
• Hand deliver comments to: 11555
Rockville Pike, Rockville, Maryland
20852, between 7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m.
(Eastern Time) Federal workdays;
telephone: 301–415–1677.
For additional direction on accessing
information and submitting comments,
see ‘‘Accessing Information and
Submitting Comments’’ in the
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section of
this document.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Patrick G. Boyle, Project Manager, Plant
Licensing Branch II–1, Division of
Operating Reactor Licensing, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, DC 20555; telephone: 301–
415–3936, email: Patrick.Boyle@nrc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
I. Accessing Information and
Submitting Comments
A. Accessing Information
Please refer to Docket ID NRC–2010–
0389 when contacting the NRC about
the availability of information regarding
this document. You may access
information related to this document,
which the NRC possesses and are
publicly available, by any of the
following methods:
• Federal rulemaking Web site: Go to
http://www.regulations.gov and search
for Docket ID NRC–2010–0389.
• NRC’s Agencywide Documents
Access and Management System
(ADAMS): You may access publicly
available documents online in the NRC
Library at http://www.nrc.gov/readingrm/adams.html. To begin the search,
select ‘‘ADAMS Public Documents’’ and
then select ‘‘Begin Web-based ADAMS
Search.’’ For problems with ADAMS,
please contact the NRC’s Public
Document Room (PDR) reference staff at
1–800–397–4209, 301–415–4737, or by
email to pdr.resource@nrc.gov. The
application for amendment dated March
22, 2012, contains sensitive unclassified
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